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by  
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Although Mosaic Funeral Services has just opened a new 

office in downtown Transcona, they have been actively 

operating in Transcona for more than four years. At the 

invitation of the Transcona business community they opened 

their Nairn Street location, taking over the former MPI office, 

and it has been a very good fit. 

In fact, it has been such a good fit, that, last year, they 

expanded into Mosaic Event Centre, which not only provides funeral services, but can now 

provide a location where you can have your wedding social, wedding, baby shower, or whatever 

life event you may need.  

Owner, Darin Hoffman explains, “In a church hall, you can have a funeral, a wedding, a baptism, 

and a confirmation all in the same day. It’s the same thing with this facility. Not only do we do 

memorial and funerals services here, we do everything from yoga and Zumba classes, weddings 

and socials, and even corporate events.” 

That is why the sign in front of their building reads, ‘Mosaic Event Centre, Celebrating Life’ 

because Mosaic is equipped to help you celebrate all facets of a person’s life 

Darin believes that multifaceted Funeral Home/Event Centres will be the wave of the future. 

People are getting more and more non-traditional in the way they celebrate their loved one’s life 

and funeral homes need to evolve with them. 

On the funeral side of things, Darin believes very strongly in prearrangement. In his opinion, 

grieving family members shouldn’t have to worry about what their loved one’s final wishes 

were, or how they will afford to carry out those wishes. Darin becomes very passionate about, 

not only prearranging their funerals, but making sure that financing is available, and the burden 

doesn’t fall on their grieving family. 

A business is only as good as its people, and Darin is very proud of the staff that works with him 

at Mosaic. He feels that it is important for a business to serve its community, and the staff at 

Mosaic follow his example. 

Darin has enjoyed serving the Transcona community and hopes that the convenience of their new 

information office can expand this service. His ultimate goal to assist the people of Transcona 

with, not only their funeral needs, but to celebrate all of the events in their lives. 

 


